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ABSTRACT
We have revisited the sdB+K-star long-period binary PG 1018–047 based on 20 new high-
resolution Very Large Telescope/Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph spectra that
provided regular coverage over a period of more than 26 m. We refine the period and estab-
lish that the orbit is significantly eccentric (P = 751.6 ± 1.9 d and e = 0.049 ± 0.008). A
simultaneous fit derived from the narrow metal lines visible in the spectrum of the sdB star
and the metal lines in the red part of the spectrum that originate from the companion provides
the mass ratio, MMS/MsdB = 1.52 ± 0.04, for the system. From an NLTE model atmosphere
analysis of the combined spectra, we find Teff = 29900 ± 330 K, log g = 5.65 ± 0.06 dex
and log(nHe/nH) = –3.98 ± 0.16 dex for the primary, consistent with a B-type hot subdwarf
star. The spectral contribution of the companion is consistent with a K5V-type star. With the
companion having a mass of only ∼0.7 M, this system lies close to the boundary below
which stable Roche lobe overflow (RLOF) cannot be supported. To model the evolution of
such a system, we have extended earlier MESA models towards lower companion masses. We
find that both phase-dependent mass loss during RLOF, when 30 to 40 per cent of the available
mass is lost through the outer Lagrange point and phase-dependent mass loss during RLOF in
combination with a circumbinary disc of maximum MCB = 0.001 M could have formed the
PG 1018–047 binary system.
Key words: binaries: close – binaries: spectroscopic – stars: evolution – stars: individual:
PG 1018–047 – subdwarfs.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Subdwarf B stars (sdBs) are core-helium burning stars with thin
hydrogen envelopes (typically MH < 0.02 M) and masses close to
the core-helium-flash mass ∼ 0.47 M (Saffer et al. 1994; Brassard
et al. 2001). They are situated on the so-called extreme or extended
horizontal branch (EHB), between the main sequence (MS) and
the white dwarf cooling track at the blue-ward extension of the
horizontal branch. In contrast to spectra from Population I MS B
 E-mail: jandeca@gmail.com (JD); joris.vos@uv.cl (JV); t.r.marsh@
warwick.ac.uk (TRM)
stars with the same colour, the Balmer lines in sdB spectra are
found to be abnormally broad due to high surface gravities (log g
 5.0 − 6.0) (Heber et al. 1984; Heber 1986; Saffer et al. 1994).
sdBs are observed in all galactic populations and are considered
to be the main source for the UV-upturn in early-type galaxies
(Green, Schmidt & Liebert 1986a; Greggio & Renzini 1990; Brown
et al. 1997). For an in-depth review on hot sdBs, we refer the reader
to Heber (2009, 2016); Geier et al. (2015) and references therein.
A large fraction of sdBs are found in binary systems (Maxted
et al. 2001; Copperwheat et al. 2011), making binarity a key in-
gredient to comprehend and explain their evolution. Current evi-
dence suggests that all sdBs were formed through binary evolu-
tion or merging (Mengel, Norris & Gross 1976; Paczynski 1976;
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Webbink 1984; Han, Tout & Eggleton 2000; Han et al. 2002). Even
more so because single-star scenarios (see e.g. D’Cruz et al. 1996)
have only been able to provide ad hoc arguments as to how an
sdB progenitor can ignite helium burning in its core on or near
the giant branch and at the same time lose almost its entire hy-
drogen envelope. Using binary population synthesis models, Han
et al. (2002, 2003) define three channels leading to the formation
of hot subdwarfs: the common envelope channel, leading to short-
period (hours to days) close binaries with late-type MS companions
or white dwarfs; the stable Roche lobe overflow (RLOF) scenar-
ios, producing long orbital periods (hundreds of days) and early-
type MS or late-type giant companions (revised models by Chen
et al. 2013, 2014 including atmospheric RLOF show that periods up
to 1600 d are viable); and a He-core white dwarf merger scenario re-
sponsible for the observed population of single sdBs. Alternatively,
also the γ -formalism (Nelemans et al. 2000, 2001; Nelemans 2010)
and the hierarchical triple-star progenitor scenario (Clausen &
Wade 2011) might help explain the observed population of sdB stars.
Focusing on the formation of long-period binaries, the theoret-
ically predicted population does not seem to correlate well with
the observed numbers, in contrast to short-period sdB binary esti-
mates from binary population synthesis studies. Lisker et al. (2005)
found that from 76 high-resolution Very Large Telescope (VLT)
spectra of sdB stars only 24 showed the signature of an FGK com-
panion, none of which showed any detectable radial velocity (RV)
variability. Han et al. (2003) predict that the majority of sdB bi-
naries, between 60 and 70 per cent of the total, form via the first
stable RLOF channel. To date, however, following the initial dis-
covery of PG 1018–047 (Deca et al. 2012), only a handful long-
period systems have been characterized (Barlow et al. 2012, 2013;
Vos et al. 2012, 2013; Vos, Østensen & Van Winckel 2014; Vos
et al. 2017) compared to more than 130 short-period systems (Geier
et al. 2011; Barlow et al. 2012). Additionally, all current evolu-
tion models predict circular orbits, while ten out of the currently
known eleven systems (including PG 1018–047 discussed here)
have significantly non-circular orbits (see table 4 in Vos et al. 2017
for an overview).
Vos et al. (2015) identify from the literature three proposed evo-
lutionary mechanisms which could lead to eccentric long-period
orbits. (1) A tidally enhanced wind mass-loss mechanism intro-
duced by Soker (2000). Tidal forces in an eccentric system can
increase the wind mass-loss before a contact binary is formed, and
in response, a phase-dependent wind mass-loss then increases the
eccentricity. The mechanism has been successfully applied to the
He-WD binary IP Eri to interpret its highly eccentric orbit (Merle
et al. 2014; Siess, Davis & Jorissen 2014). (2) Also a varying (de-
creasing) mass-loss rate from the periastron to the apastron during
the Roche lobe overflow phase might increase the orbital eccen-
tricity (Bonacˇic´ Marinovic´, Glebbeek & Pols 2008). (3) Thirdly,
the interaction of an sdB binary with a circumbinary (CB) disc
is considered. Stable CB discs are commonly observed around
post-asymptotic giant branch (AGB) binaries (e.g. Hillen et al.
2014). In this case, Vos et al. (2015) assume that discs were also
present during the red giant branch evolution of the sdB progenitor
and combine the eccentricity-pumping mechanisms explored for
CB discs in post-AGB binaries (Dermine et al. 2013) with phase-
dependent Roche lobe overflow. From their analysis using the binary
module of the stellar evolution code MESA (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013),
Vos et al. (2015) conclude that only the latter two, i.e. the models in-
cluding the eccentricity-pumping processes during and after RLOF,
are able to form binary systems with an sdB primary and wide
eccentric orbits.
Table 1. Overview of the VLT/UVES spectroscopic observations, includ-
ing the radial velocity measurements for both the sdB primary and MS
companion. Note, these radial velocity measurements are over an order of
magnitude more precise than before (see table 3 in Deca et al. 2012).
Date HJD - 2450000 RVMS (km s−1) RVsdB (km s−1)
2010-12-21 5562.83253 37.89 ± 0.69 38.27 ± 0.22
2011-01-01 5588.82119 36.95 ± 0.45 40.39 ± 0.11
2011-01-27 5551.72459 37.23 ± 0.99 37.06 ± 0.30
2011-02-06 5598.67253 36.65 ± 0.81 40.84 ± 0.20
2011-03-01 5621.56080 35.58 ± 1.79 42.70 ± 0.23
2011-03-23 5643.65802 34.10 ± 0.96 44.52 ± 0.31
2011-04-06 5657.64707 34.23 ± 1.31 45.39 ± 0.15
2011-05-04 5685.57795 31.72 ± 0.92 46.54 ± 0.28
2011-11-23 5888.82064 35.82 ± 1.03 43.18 ± 0.14
2011-12-20 5915.75611 36.13 ± 0.71 40.92 ± 0.22
2012-01-07 5933.67543 36.91 ± 1.13 38.72 ± 0.15
2012-02-04 5961.74056 38.24 ± 1.07 36.44 ± 0.07
2012-03-11 5997.63130 41.12 ± 0.77 32.95 ± 0.15
2012-04-20 6038.46524 44.32 ± 0.86 30.42 ± 0.14
2012-05-18 6066.47992 44.01 ± 0.78 28.76 ± 0.09
2012-06-10 6088.50008 45.49 ± 0.82 28.27 ± 0.11
2012-11-11 6242.80334 40.80 ± 1.35 32.92 ± 0.13
2012-12-14 6275.75715 38.62 ± 1.07 35.08 ± 0.16
2013-01-13 6305.76808 37.43 ± 0.63 37.67 ± 0.17
2013-03-01 6352.70847 35.81 ± 0.69 41.10 ± 0.19
2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N
PG 1018–047, our target, was first discovered as an ultraviolet-
excess stellar object in the Palomar–Green Survey (Green, Schmidt
& Liebert 1986b). The system has an apparent visual (Stro¨mgren)
magnitude my = 13.32. A first radial velocity analysis concluded
that PG 1018–047 might not have a short orbital period (Maxted
et al. 2001). The presence of weak spectral features from a late-type
companion in the spectrum encouraged continued follow-up of the
system to unravel the evolutionary mystery of the system. After a
decade of monitoring with medium-resolution spectroscopy, Deca
et al. (2012) constrained the orbit of PG 1018–047 to be 760 ± 6 d.
Making use of the Balmer lines of the subdwarf primary and the
narrow absorption lines of the secondary present in the spectra, they
derived the radial velocity amplitudes of both stars, and estimated
the mass ratio MMS/MsdB = 1.6 ± 0.2. From the combination of
visual and infrared photometry, the spectral type of the companion
star was determined to be a mid-K dwarf. Unfortunately, the data
quality was not sufficient to establish also the eccentricity of the
binary orbit, possibly the determining factor to unravel the evolu-
tionary scenario of the system.
PG 1018–047 deserved the attention of high-resolution spec-
troscopy and using the Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectro-
graph (UVES) mounted on the European Southern Observatory
Very Large Telescope (ESOVLT) 8.2 m telescope unit on Cerro
Paranal/Chile (Dekker et al. 2000), we obtained 20 spectra with
each arm in service mode between 2010 December 21 and 2013
March 1. An overview is given in Table 1. An exposure time of
1800 s was used for both the blue and red spectra. With a slit
width of 0.8 arcsec (corresponding to a full width at half-maximum
below 5 km s−1) under average observing conditions we obtained
a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 75 (90 in the blue), suf-
ficient to obtain radial velocities good to better than 0.5 km s−1.
The spectra ranged between 3760 − 4980 Å in the blue arm and
5690 − 7530 Å in the red arm (Fig. 1). The reduction of the raw
frames was conducted using the UVES COMMON PIPELINE LIBRARY
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Figure 1. Flux-calibrated sample spectrum of PG 1018–047 obtained with VLT’s UVES instrument.
(CPL) recipes (version 4.1.0) within ESOREFLEX (version 2.6), the ESO
Recipe Execution Tool. The standard recipes were used to optimally
extract each spectrum (Larsen, Modigliani & Bramich 2012).
3 O B S E RVAT I O NA L A NA LY S I S
3.1 Orbital solution
The RVs of both the sdB and the MS component of the system
are determined following the procedures outlined in Vos et al.
(2012, 2013). First, the reduced 1D spectra are cleaned from cosmic
rays and normalized by fitting and subtracting low order polyno-
mials to obtain a straight baseline. Next the resulting spectra are
cross-correlated with synthetic templates as the sdB component is
primarily visible in the blue part of the spectrum, while the MS
component contributes most to the red part of the spectrum. For the
sdB component, we use the NLTE model derived in Section 3.2,
whereas we adopt a high-resolution spectrum with Teff = 4700 K and
log g = 4.80 dex from the BlueRed library1 (Bertone et al. 2008)
for the companion.
For the sdB primary we adopt the following wave-
length regions: 3910–3957 Å, 3990–4082 Å, 4149–4308 Å,
4364–4477 Å and 4584–4721 Å. Note, these regions exclude the
Balmer lines, historically used to obtain the sdB RVs (e.g. Deca
et al. 2012), but do include the characteristic helium I absorption
lines as well as various oxygen, nitrogen and silicon lines. For the
1 The BlueRed library of high-resolution synthetic stellar spectra in
the optical can be found at http://www.inaoep.mx/modelos/bluered/
documentation.html
secondary RVs we use the region between 6095–6460 Å. In addi-
tion, all interstellar lines within these regions are discarded as well.
The final radial velocities are listed in the two rightmost columns
of Table 1 for the sdB and MS companion, respectively.
We calculate the orbital parameters of both binary components
by fitting a Keplerian orbit to the RV measurements, simultaneously
optimising the period (P), the eccentricity (e), the time and angle
of periastron (T0 and ω), two amplitudes (KMS and KsdB), and two
systemic velocities (γ MS and γ sdB). The orbital solution of Deca
et al. (2012) is used as a first guess for the fitting procedure. The
RVs are weighted according to their errors following the relation
w = 1/σ . The Lucy & Sweeney (1971) eccentricity test is used to
verify whether the orbit is significantly eccentric. During fitting we
permit the system velocities of both components to vary indepen-
dently, in this way allowing for gravitational redshift effects (Vos
et al. 2013). The uncertainties on the final parameters are estimated
using 2000 Monte Carlo iterations on the perturbed radial velocity
errors. We refer the reader to Vos et al. (2012, 2013) for more de-
tails on the procedure. Based on the best-fitting Kepler curve, we
find Porb = 752 ± 2 d with a significant (p < 0.0007) eccentricity
e = 0.049 ± 0.008. The average deviation between the observed
velocities and the fit for one observation is 0.03 km s−1 for both
the sdB and companion. The rms error of the MS component is
0.75 km s−1, the rms error of the sdB component is 0.17 km s−1.
The orbital solution of PG 1018–047 is given in Table 2 and plotted
in Fig. 2.
3.2 Model atmosphere analysis
The high-resolution UVES spectra are dominated by the hot
subdwarf and many weak lines of the cool companion can be
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Table 2. Spectroscopic orbital solution for the sdB primary
and the MS companion of PG 1018–047.
Parameter sdB MS
P (d) 751.6±1.9
T0 2455 193±16
e 0.049±0.008
ω (◦) 92±8
d 590±30 pc
q (MMS/MsdB) 1.52±0.04
γ (km s−1) 38.38±0.06 37.82±0.19
K (km s−1) 10.46±0.09 6.95±0.40
a sin i (R) 155±1 103±6
M sin3 i (M) 0.16±0.02 0.25±0.01
χ2 1.03 0.65
α (J2000) 10h 21m 10.s587
δ (J2000) −04◦ 56′19.′′56
μα (mas yr−1) −15.0±2.1
μδ (mas yr−1) −11.9±2.6
Figure 2. The spectroscopic orbital solutions for PG 1018–047. Top: the
best fitting radial-velocity curves (solid line: MS, dashed line: sdB) and
the observed radial velocities (blue filled circles: companion, green open
triangles: sdB). The measured system velocity of the two components is
shown by a dotted line. Middle: residuals of the MS component. Bottom:
residuals of the sdB component.
identified superimposed on the sdB spectrum. Therefore, given the
high resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the UVES spectra, the
spectral decomposition task is relatively easy for PG 1018–047. To
fit the composite spectrum we applied Non-Local Thermodynamic
Equilibrium (NLTE) TLUSTY/SYNSPEC (Hubeny & Lanz 1995; Lanz
& Hubeny 2007) model atmospheres and synthetic spectra with the
XTGRID χ2-minimization fit procedure described in Ne´meth, Kawka
& Vennes (2012). The procedure fits the observations with suc-
cessive adjustments of the model parameters along the steepest
gradient in a multidimensional parameter space. Along with the
NLTE model for the sdB star, XTGRID also includes pre-calculated
synthetic spectra for the cool companion. From the two models a
Table 3. List of the strongest lines in the theoretical sdB spectrum. Only
lines with a higher equivalent width (Wλ) than 30 mÅ are listed.
λ Element Wλ λ Element Wλ
(Å) (mÅ) (Å) (mÅ)
4088.862 Si IV 49.1 5001.474 N II 91.7
4267.183 C II 84.9 5482.292 Ni III 40.9
4284.979 S III 49.8 5875.615 He I 108.6
4552.622 Si III 85.7 5889.951 Na I 65.6
4649.135 O II 95.5 6562.813 H I 2574.3
synthetic composite spectrum is created and iteratively fitted to the
observations.
TLUSTY calculates plane-parallel metal line blanketed NLTE
model atmospheres in hydrostatic and radiative equilibrium that
are appropriate for hot stars. Our models include opacities from
the 17 astrophysically important elements in the model atmosphere
calculations and the first 30 elements in the spectral synthesis. The
sharp metal absorption lines of the sdB star indicate a low rota-
tional velocity, therefore we assume a non-rotating primary. The fit
procedure starts with an initial model and iteratively updates the pa-
rameters along the steepest-gradient of the global chi-squared. The
BLUERED grid allows us to fit the temperature, gravity and scaled-
solar metallicity of the cool companion along with the TLUSTY model
for the primary. The fit is based on spectral lines only because a re-
liable blaze correction of the UVES Echelle spectra is not available.
The strongest lines in the sdB model are listed in Table 3. The best
fit is shown in Fig. 3 and the final parameters are listed in Table 4.
For a better representation of the observed data the continuum of the
combined UVES observations is adjusted to the composite model
in Fig. 3.
We update XTGRID here and add a method to treat the different
radial velocities of the binary members in multiple spectra as the
included observations cover about two years, comparable to the or-
bital period. We utilize the high resolution synthetic spectral library
(BLUERED, Bertone et al. 2008). These models cover late-type
stars and were calculated with ATLAS9/SYNTHE (Kurucz 1993). Next,
we fit the BLUE arm spectra (See Table 1) simultaneously and
measure the surface temperature and gravity of both members and
their flux contribution to the composite spectrum. We determine
individual abundances for the sdB star and estimate the metallicity
of the cool companion. A more detailed description of the XTGRID
code is given in Vos et al. (2018).
The low contribution of the cool companion to the BLUE arm
spectra puts limits on our parameter determination. Even a rela-
tively low, ∼20 km s−1 projected rotation can change the derived
metallicity and surface gravity significantly. To cope with this de-
generacy we need observational data and synthetic spectra reaching
to the near-infrared, which are beyond the scope of this paper and
the coverage of the BLUERED library.
The fit procedure converges on a typical sdB, but with a very
low helium abundance, as expected from its unusually weak
He I lines. The spectral decomposition provides a K5V type
MS companion. Using the mass ratio obtained in Section 3.1
and assuming MMS = 0.7 M2 for the K5V secondary we find
MsdB = (0.7 ± 0.3) × (0.66 ± 0.04) = 0.46 ± 0.03 M, quite close
to the canonical sdB mass (Han et al. 2002). Since we have M sin 3i
2 Note, our modelling procedure does not allow an accurate error estimate.
Adopting the estimates from Habets & Heintze (1981) (±0.3 M for our
spectral type) would lead to a ±0.2 M error on the sdB mass.
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Figure 3. The radial-velocity corrected UVES spectrum of PG 1018–047 (grey). The subdwarf (blue) dominates the spectrum in the entire range while the
K5V companion (red) contributes only 4.7 ± 0.5 per cent of the total flux at 4980 Å. The thin black line overplotted on the observation is the best-fitting
TLUSTY/XTGRID binary model, the sum of the two components. To make the companion distinguishable from the residual its flux is multiplied by 10. The peak
SNR of the UVES spectrum reaches ∼105 in the red. The atmospheric parameters of the binary members are given in Table 4.
available we can obtain a rough estimate for the inclination of the
system. From Table 2:
sin3 i = M/MsdB = (0.16 ± 0.02) / (0.46 ± 0.03) = 0.35 ± 0.05
sin3 i = M/MMS = (0.25 ± 0.01) / 0.7 = 0.36 ± 0.02.
Hence averaging sin i = 0.71 ± 0.02 we find an inclination i = 45◦.
Deca et al. (2012) found a correlation between optical, infrared
colour indices and the flux contribution of cool MS Population
I companions. They derived a K3–K6 type MS companion from
colour indices and estimated the flux contribution of the secondary
to be 6.1 ± 1.0 per cent in the V band. We find here a K5V type
template with 4.7 ± 0.5 per cent contribution at 4980 Å, which is
fully consistent with the photometric constraints.
3.3 Spectroscopic distance
We calculate the spectroscopic distance to PG 1018–047 by a direct
scaling of the synthetic composite spectrum to the flux calibrated
UVES observations. The spectral decomposition allows us to mea-
sure the flux ratio (fr) from the composite spectrum:
fr = FMSRMS
2
FsdBRsdB
2
where F denotes the flux and R the stellar radius. We used the
mass (MsdB = 0.46 ± 0.03 M) and surface gravity (log gsdB =
5.68 dex (cgs)) of the primary to derive its radius (RsdB = 0.161 R).
With this subdwarf radius and the surface flux from the subdwarf
model, the total flux from the companion (FMS) is calculated. From
the ratio of the observed flux (f) and the composite model flux, then,
the scale factor (FsdB (1 + fr) f−1) and the distance are obtained
d = RsdB
√
FsdB(1 + fr )
f
The dust maps of Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998) provide an
extinction E(B − V) = 0.05 ± 0.034 mag towards PG1018-047,
which we also consider in our distance measurement. We calcu-
late the scale factor around 4850 Å where the effects of reddening,
atmospheric extinction and spectral lines are the lowest in the obser-
vation. The different radii of the subdwarf and the cool companion
are implicitly included in the composite model and set up by the
fit procedure. We find a scale factor of (2.0 ± 0.3) × 1021. With
the subdwarf radius calculated above, the spectroscopic distance
becomes d = 590 ± 30 pc. The formal error reflects the uncertainty
in the scaling, but not in the assumed subdwarf radius and the flux
calibration, which dominates the systematic errors. Note that the
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Figure 4. The photometric SED of PG 1018-047 with the best-fitting model (left-hand panel) and the CI for the effective temperature and surface gravity of
both components (sdB: right top panel; MS: right bottom panel). The observed photometry is plotted in blue crosses, while the synthetic best-fitting photometry
is plotted in black horizontal line. The best-fitting binary model is shown in a red line, while the models for the cool companion and sdB star are shown
respectively in green line and blue line. In the CI plots, the cumulative probability of an area containing the correct solution is shown for the 1σ , 2σ and 3σ
confidence levels.
extinction numbers of Schlegel et al. (1998) are calculated towards
infinity. Hence, at d = 590 ± 30 pc there may very well be some-
what less dust between Earth and our target, PG 1018–047, and
E(B − V) = 0.05 ± 0.034 mag should be taken as an upper limit
to the extinction. Recalculating the spectroscopic distance without
taking into account the extinction, we get d = 633 ± 35 pc.
3.4 Spectral energy distribution
The photometric spectral-energy distribution (SED) of PG 1018-
047 can be used to determine the effective temperature and sur-
face gravity of both components. This way an independent set of
spectral parameters can be obtained to confirm the results of the
XTGRID analysis. The photometry is collected from the literature
using the subdwarf data base3 (Østensen 2006) supplemented with
photometry obtained from the AAVSO Photometric All-Sky Survey
(APASS) DR9 (Henden et al. 2015). All available photometry for
PG 1018-047 is summarized in Table 5.
To fit the observed photometry with a synthetic SED calcu-
lated from model atmospheres the same procedure as described
in Vos et al. (2012, 2013) is used. Kurucz atmosphere models
(Kurucz 1979) are used for the MS component, while Tu¨bingen
NLTE model-atmosphere package (TMAP, Werner et al. 2003)
atmosphere models are used for the sdB component. The MS
models have a temperature range of 3000 to 9000 K, and range
in surface gravity from log g = 2.0 dex (cgs) to 5.0 dex (cgs).
For the sdB models the ranges are Teff = 20 000 to 50 000 K and
log g = 5.0 to 6.5 dex (cgs). To derive the fluxes from the observed
magnitudes, the filter profiles and zero-points from the filter-profile
service of the virtual observatory4 (Rodrigo, Solano & Bayo 2012)
are used.
3 http://catserver.ing.iac.es/sddb/
4 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/fps/
The SED fit includes eight parameters, the effective temperatures
(Teff, MS and Teff, sdB), surface gravities (gMS and gsdB) and radii (RMS
and RsdB) of both components, the interstellar reddening E(B − V)
and the distance (d) to the system. As the mass ratio of the system is
known, it is used to link the radii of the components to their surface
gravity reducing the number of free parameters to six.
The uncertainties on the parameters are calculated using 2D con-
fidence intervals (CI). The cumulative density function is used to
calculate the probability of a model to obtain a certain χ2 value.
The resulting cumulative probability distribution for each parameter
pair is then used to derive 3σ confidence intervals.
The resulting spectral parameters for the sdB component of
PG 1018-047 are Teff = 29 500 ± 3000 K and log g = 5.70 ± 0.40,
while for the MS component we find Teff = 4150 ± 500 K and log g
= 4.60 ± 0.50 dex (cgs). The best-fitting model and the cumulative
confidence intervals for the effective temperature and surface grav-
ity of each component are shown in Fig. 4. The spectral parameters
derived from the photometric SED are in very good agreement with
those derived with XTGRID based on the UVES spectroscopy. As both
methods are independent, this provides a high confidence for these
results.
4 MESA M O D E L L I N G A NA LY S I S
The low mass of the companion and the small but non-zero ec-
centricity of PG 1018-047 make this an interesting system to ex-
plore theoretical models. The larger the mass difference between
the sdB progenitor and its companion, the higher the likelihood of
unstable mass transferred (Ge et al. 2010, 2015). Systems such as
PG 1018-047 are in that sense good test cases for the stability of
mass transfer during RLOF. Compared to the models presented in
Vos et al. (2015) this system fits in the low-period range and there-
fore falls in the region covered by the RLOF models. These mod-
els, however, were calculated for systems with a companion mass
of 0.8 M or higher. Here we recalculate the models assuming a
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companion mass of 0.7 M, consistent with the mid-K spectral
classification derived above.
Vos et al. (2015) showed that two physical processes are capable
of explaining the eccentricity of long-period post-RLOF systems:
phase-dependent mass loss during RLOF on its own or in combina-
tion with a CB disc that interacts with the binary. The short-period
systems with low eccentricities, however, could only be formed by
the phase-dependent mass-loss process (See fig. 9 in Vos et al. 2015).
We examine here these two mechanisms for the case of PG 1018-
047, taking into account also the lower companion mass of the
binary. We extend the parameter space for the CB-disc models to
include the short-period and low-eccentricity range of the system.
Note, similar to the original article, the CB disc is always combined
with phase-dependent mass loss as the disc is formed by the mass
lost during RLOF.
Both phase-dependent RLOF and the interaction between a CB
disc and the binary need a minimum eccentricity to work. We impose
therefore emin = 0.001 for all models, i.e. if the eccentricity of
the model drops below e = 0.001 it is considered circular. We
elaborate on the impact of the latter in Section 4.2. Due to numerical
constraints, we adopt an upper limit of ˙Mmax = 10−2 M yr−1 on
the mass-loss rate during RLOF as well. Finally, models with a
Roche lobe overflow radius of Rdonor/RRLOF > 1.25 are considered
to be unstable and are rejected. These criteria are identical to Vos
et al. (2015).
4.1 Phase-dependent RLOF
Most important for the phase-dependent RLOF process are the
mass-loss fractions. During RLOF mass can be accreted by the
companion or lost from the binary system altogether. For the lat-
ter we use the formalism of Tauris & van den Heuvel (2006),
which describes three channels of mass loss to infinity. Mass is lost
either from the direct neighbourhood of the companion star (α),
from around the donor star (β) or through the outer Lagrange point
(δ). The difference between these three channels is the specific an-
gular momentum lost from the system, which depends on the mass
ratio (q) as follows:
˙Jα ∼ 11+q
˙Jβ ∼ q21+q
˙Jδ ∼ 1 + q
For a given mass ratio, mass lost through the outer Lagrange point
(δ) will remove significantly more angular momentum from the
binary than mass lost from around the donor (α).
For this analysis a set of 300 models is calculated with different
input parameters for the ranges given in Table 2. For the RLOF
models, the disc parameters are fixed and the disc mass is set to
0. The models concur that PG 1018-047 can form only if a large
amount of mass is lost through the outer Lagrange point (fraction δ).
In Fig. 5 the ranges in period and eccentricity of models with differ-
ent values for mass-loss fraction δ are indicated in different colours.
The borders of these ranges are not exact, but aim to indicate how
δ influences the final period and eccentricity of the system. We find
that PG 1018–047 may exist only if 30 to 40 per cent of the available
mass is lost during RLOF and through the outer Lagrange point.
The other mass-loss fractions cannot be constrained for
PG 1018–047, as changing one can be counteracted by changing
one or several of the other parameters. The amount of angular mo-
mentum lost from the donor or the accretor region is much smaller
Figure 5. The region of the period-eccentricity diagram that can be covered
by the models with only phase-dependent RLOF. The regions where models
with different values for mass-loss fraction δ are located are shown in
different colours. These are not hard boundaries, but indicate where the
majority of the models have that value for δ. The period and eccentricity of
PG 1018–047 are plotted in black.
Figure 6. Time evolution of the eccentricity (top panel) and orbital pe-
riod (bottom panel) during the lifetime of the CB disc for a model with
emin = 10−3 (blue full line), a model with emin = 10−4 (red dashed line) and
a model with emin = 10−5 (green dot–dashed line). Four different events are
indicated on the x-axes. a: e˙disc > e˙tidal; b: e˙ml > e˙tidal; c: e˙ml < e˙tidal and d:
e˙disc < e˙tidal. The time-scale differs between the phases, but is linear within
each phase. See also Vos et al. (2015) for an extensive description of the
model.
than when the mass leaves the system through the outer Lagrange
point. The effect of changing α or β on the final period and eccen-
tricity, hence, is much smaller.
4.2 Circumbinary discs
In the models presented by Vos et al. (2015), PG 1018-047 falls
outside of the region that could be covered by the CB-disc
models. The addition of a CB disc to the phase-dependent RLOF
models, however, is interesting as it almost completely removes
the model dependence on the minimum eccentricity assumed in
the pure phase-dependent RLOF models above. We demonstrate
the effect in Fig. 6, where the standard model from Vos et al.
(2015) is plotted using three different values for the minimal
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Figure 7. The region of the period-eccentricity diagram that can be covered
by the CB-disc models. The original models from Vos et al. (2015) are shown
by the green area with dashed border, while the new models with lower CB
disc masses are located in the red area with solid border. The location of
PG 1018-047 is plotted in black.
eccentricity: emin = 10−5, 10−4 and 10−3. The evolution is shown
when eccentricity pumping is active. After point ‘d’ the eccentric-
ity is quasi-steady over time, as the tidal forces are too weak to
still significantly change the eccentricity. The final eccentricity and
orbital period for the three models shown differs only by 0.01 in
eccentricity and 5 d in orbital period. The weak dependency on
the minimum eccentricity originates partly in the eccentricity de-
pendence of the eccentricity pumping effect of the CB disc. The
pumping efficiency rises steeply at low eccentricities, and peaks at
e = 0.03 (see fig. 1 of Dermine et al. 2013). For larger eccentricities
its efficiency decreases. Models with a higher minimal eccentric-
ity will reach this tip quicker, after which the disc contribution to
the eccentricity pumping process diminishes. Changing the mini-
mum eccentricity also alters the mass-loss rates during RLOF, the
eccentricity pumping due to phase-dependent mass loss and the tidal
forces. Combining all these effects, however, the different models
reach similar final periods and eccentricities. To reach the short
period and low eccentricity of PG 1018-047 we extend the parame-
ter ranges from Vos et al. (2015). We adapt two parameters that are
currently badly constrained in literature. (1) Shortening the lifetime
of the CB disc decreases the timespan over which the eccentricity
pumping is effective, thus lowering the final eccentricity of the sys-
tem as well. Stopping eccentricity pumping when the eccentricity
reaches PG 1018–047 value of e = 0.05 implies that the lifetime of
the disc has to be shorter than 1000 yr. This is too short to be con-
sidered a real CB disc and does not correspond with observations
of CB discs observed for post-AGB binaries (Gielen et al. 2008).
(2) Alternatively we can reduce the total mass in the CB disc. In
previous models we assumed a CB disc mass of 0.01 M, but direct
measurements of CB disc masses allow rather large uncertainties
still. Lowering the total disc mass to 0.001 M, forming a binary
system with the properties of PG 1018–047 through the CB-disc
channel seems feasible. In addition, we find an upper limit for the
total mass of PG 1018–047’s CB disc equal to MCB = 0.001 M.
In Fig. 7 the region of the period-eccentricity diagram that can be
covered by CB disc models with masses ranging from 0.0005 to
0.005 M is shown in red, while the original range of the models
from Vos et al. (2015) is shown in green.
Table 4. Parameters for the fits shown in Fig. 3, with respect
to the solar abundances from Asplund et al. (2009).
Parameter value Value +1σ −1σ Unit × Solar
sdB:
Teff 29 870 300 360 K –
log g 5.68 0.03 0.09 dex –
log n(He)/n(H) −3.98 0.160 0.160 dex 0.001
log n(C)/n(H) < −5.3 – – dex < 0.02
log n(N)/n(H) −4.71 0.038 0.038 dex 0.286
log n(O)/n(H) −4.25 0.025 0.025 dex 0.116
log n(Ne)/n(H) −4.97 0.420 0.420 dex 0.125
log n(Si)/n(H) −5.35 0.067 0.067 dex 0.137
log n(S)/n(H) −5.83 0.069 0.069 dex 0.111
log n(Fe)/n(H) < −5.6 – – dex < 0.08
log n(Ni)/n(H) < −4.9 – – dex < 8.06
K5V:
Teff 4240 250 250 K –
log g 4.9 0.2 0.4 dex –
[Fe/H] ≤ −1 – – dex –
FsdB/FMS (5000 Å) 20.3 0.1 0.1 – –
5 D I SCUSSI ON
Having constrained the orbital parameters of PG 1018–047 as
a non-circular 752 d binary system with low, but significant
eccentricity, this indicates viable formation mechanisms. Many
evolutionary mysteries, however, remain.
5.1 A halo or disc star?
One of these mysteries is why PG 1018–047 appears to have such a
low Helium abundance. Could it be that the binary is a member of
the Galactic halo population rather than a thick/thin disc system?
Høg et al. (2000) list the proper motion of PG 1018–047 as
(μα,μδ) = (−15.1,−11.9) ± (2.1, 2.6) mas yr−1
= (−38,−30) ± (6, 7) km s−1
Assuming γ = 38.2 ± 0.2 km s−1 and a spectroscopic distance
d = 590 ± 30 pc (Table 2), these numbers yield a galactic space
velocity (Johnson & Soderblom 1987):
(U,V ,W ) = (−26,−55,−11) ± (6, 5, 5) km s−1
with the U-axis defined towards the galactic centre. Converting to
the local standard of rest (Dehnen & Binney 1998), we obtain
(U,V ,W )LSR = (−16,−50,−4) ± (6, 5, 5) km s−1
Following the method outlined by Grether & Lineweaver (2007)
that uses the upper limit on the metallicity for PG 1018–047
(Table 4) together with the galactic space velocity, we can calculate
the probability that the system is a member of the thin disc, thick
disc or the halo. Grether & Lineweaver (2007) assume that all three
populations are represented by a Gaussian distribution in the three
space velocities and compare the observed space velocity and the
metallicity (as defined by Robin et al. 2003) with the properties of
the three populations. Plotting these probabilities for PG 1018–047
in Fig. 8, membership of the thin disc can be excluded. Having only
an upper limit on the metallicity available (see also Section 3.2),
however, we cannot differentiate between membership of the thick
disc and the halo. Halo membership, though, is only possible in case
PG 1018–047 turns out to have a very low metallicity
([Fe/H] < −1.8).
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Table 5. Photometry of PG 1018-047 collected from APASS, 2MASS and
stro¨mgren photometry from sdB candidates in the Palomar–Green survey
(Wesemael et al. 1992).
Band Magnitude Rms error
(mag) (mag)
APASS B 13.143 0.022
APASS V 13.311 0.036
APASS g′ 13.084 0.016
APASS r′ 13.483 0.017
APASS i′ 13.718 0.044
STROMGREN u 13.161 0.006
STROMGREN b 13.234 0.005
STROMGREN v 13.224 0.010
STROMGREN y 13.320 0.004
2MASS J 13.298 0.026
2MASS H 12.980 0.027
2MASS Ks 12.928 0.033
Figure 8. The probability of PG 1018-047 ([Fe/H] ≤ −1) being a mem-
ber of a given population given its metallicity and galactic space velocity
(Grether & Lineweaver 2007). The dashed and dotted lines indicate the un-
certainty on the probabilities and are based on the uncertainty on the space
velocities.
5.2 A post-EHB star?
Could the sdB star be a low-mass white dwarf instead? The location
of PG1018-047 in the Teff − log g diagram is consistent with an
EHB star, but the surprisingly low He abundance is unusual, sug-
gesting that the sdB star may have a different evolutionary history
than the bulk of similar hot subdwarfs, or maybe it has already
started evolving off the EHB? Note, also the atmospheric RLOF
models of Chen et al. (2013, 2014) predict a much higher metal-
licity (Z = 0.01 − 0.02) for a binary system with a 752 d orbital
period.
Edelmann et al. (2003) discovered that two distinct He sequences
exist in the distribution of sdB stars in the Teff − log nHe/nH
abundance diagram, Fig. 9. In general, these parallel sequences
show that hotter stars have higher He abundances and they are more
compact. Ne´meth et al. (2012) found that the He-rich sequence coin-
cides with core He-burning EHB stars while the He-weak sequence
represents post-EHB stars associated with a He shell-burning phase.
There are only a few stars in between the two sequences and they
show a large scatter towards low He abundances. Therefore the tem-
perature and low He abundance of PG 1018–047 may correspond
Figure 9. The position of PG 1018-047 in the Teff − log g and
Teff − log (nHe/nH) diagram amongst other subdwarfs from the GALEX
survey (Ne´meth et al. 2012). The low He abundance of the sdB star places
it on to the He-weak sequence.
to a post-EHB phase, although its surface gravity is more consistent
with an EHB phase.
In the transitional stage between core and shell He-burning, stars
are heating up (T ∼ 10 000 K), contracting (log g ∼ 0.4 dex) and
the abundance trends suggest that their atmospheric He is lower.
Atomic diffusion is the main process responsible for the peculiar
abundance pattern of sdB stars (Michaud, Richer & Richard 2011).
If we assume that after He burning stops and the stellar luminosity
drops the equilibrium between radiative levitation and gravitational
settling breaks down, it could explain the observed low He abun-
dance. In this context PG 1018–047 could have evolved from the
group of sdB stars near 28 000 K and log nHe/nH = −2.7 ± 0.5,
and could then be associated with a post-EHB binary.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
Based on 20 new high-resolution VLT/UVES spectra we have
revisited the sdB+K5V-star long-period binary PG 1018–047. We
have refined the orbital period to P = 751.6 ± 1.9 d, in good
agreement with Deca et al. (2012). In contrast to our earlier in-
termediate dispersion results, we determine that the binary is sig-
nificantly eccentric (e = 0.049 ± 0.008). We accurately constrain
the mass ratio of the system, MMS/MsdB = 1.52 ± 0.04. The re-
vised NLTE atmospheric parameters are Teff = 29 900±330 K, log g
= 5.65±0.06 dex and log(nHe/nH) = –3.98±0.16 dex.
With a companion mass of only ∼0.7 M, the system is at the
lower companion-mass limit to support stable Roche lobe over-
flow. Our MESA modelling analysis, given the observed eccentricity,
shows that both phase-dependent mass loss during RLOF on its
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own, when 30 to 40 per cent of the available mass is lost during
RLOF through the outer Lagrange point and phase-dependent mass
loss during RLOF in combination with a CB disc of maximum
MCB = 0.001 M could have formed the PG 1018–047 binary sys-
tem.
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